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Summer Ends Blank Up Down
100.00% 100.00%
Acknowledgement & recognit ‐0.13% 99.87% 0.00% 0.13%
Time of use tariffs 0.00% 99.87% 0.00% 0.00%
Off‐peak tariffs and managed  ‐2.12% 97.75% 0.00% 2.12%
Customer education & engage ‐0.77% 96.98% 0.00% 0.77%
Price increases 0.00% 96.98% 0.00% 0.00%
Appliances (minimum perform 0.00% 96.98% 0.00% 0.00%
Capital Spend ‐ Insulation ‐1.52% 95.47% 0.00% 1.52%
Capital Spend ‐ Photovoltalics 0.00% 95.47% 0.00% 0.00%





















   Scenario 1  Scenario 2  Change in  
Intervention  Peak Impact  Peak Impact  Peak Impact 
Acknowledgement & recognition  ‐0.13%  ‐0.21%  ‐0.08% 
Off‐peak tariffs and managed supply  ‐2.12%  ‐2.59%  ‐0.47% 
Customer education and engagement  ‐0.77%  ‐1.32%  ‐0.55% 
Capital Spend ‐ Insulation  ‐1.52%  ‐2.32%  ‐0.80% 











Summer Ends Blank Up Down
100.00% 100.00%
Acknowledgement & recognit ‐0.21% 99.79% 0.00% 0.21%
Time of use tariffs 0.00% 99.79% 0.00% 0.00%
Off‐peak tariffs and managed  ‐2.59% 97.20% 0.00% 2.59%
Customer education & engage ‐1.32% 95.88% 0.00% 1.32%
Price increases 0.00% 95.88% 0.00% 0.00%
Appliances (minimum perform 0.00% 95.88% 0.00% 0.00%
Capital Spend ‐ Insulation ‐2.32% 93.57% 0.00% 2.32%
Capital Spend ‐ Photovoltalics 0.00% 93.57% 0.00% 0.00%
















2007‐2008  4949.4  31.5  382  8.4% 
2008‐2009  5396.2  31.2  447  9.0% 
2009‐2010  5119.8  32.3  ‐276  ‐5.1% 
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The real value of the model is that it incorporates the factors that qualitatively the residential 
participants found important. While the model holds these same factors important, how the model 
interprets peak demand change over different time periods is for further research. 
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